"COTTON EYE JOE"

CASSINGLE: "Cotton Eye Joe" by Rednex, Battery Records 46501-4 (Radio Version)  (High Energy)

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney  Pop music

INTRO: Wait (32) Beats / Start with LEFT foot

INTRO (16 BEATS):
(4) "COTTON EYE JOE" --- KICK(IF) KICK(OTS) DS RS
   L L L RL

CHORUS (32 BEATS):
(1) "STOMP FANCY RUN" --- ST DS(IF) ROCK(OTS) STEP(IB)
   L R L R RO(R(OTS) STEP(IF) (move left)
   L R
(1) "STRADDLE TOUCH" --- DS DBL OUT TOG CHUG TCH(UP)
   L R HEELS L L
(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS (turn ¼ left, then ¾ right)
   L RL
(1) "2 & 2" --- DS DS Ba/Si Ba/Si
   L R L L R R

REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART A (16 BEATS):
(1) "HEEL CLICKS" --- DBL-OUT TOG OUT TOG OUT TOG CHUG
   (move left) L HEELS HEELS HEELS R
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS (turn ¼ right)
   R L R LR

REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS

PART B (32 BEATS):
(1) "TRIPLE KICK, TRIPLE" --- DS DS KICK DS DS DS RS
   L R L R L R LR
(1) "BASKETBALL KICK" --- STEP(forward) PIVOT(½ right) STEP KICK
   L BOTH L R

(1) "TRIPLE"

REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT
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ENDING (16 BEATS):

(1) "STOMP FANCY RUN"
(1) "STRADDLE TOUCH"
(2) "BASICS" --- (turn ¼ left, then ¾ right)
(1) STEP (forward) PIVOT (½ right) TOE (IF) HEEL (OTS)

L BOTH L L


ABBREVIATIONS:

DS -- double step
RS -- rock step
ST -- stomp
DBL -- double
TOG -- together

TCH -- touch
Ba/SI -- ball slide
IF -- in front
OTS -- out to side
IB -- in back

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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